
 
“Derek Owens”  
 
Sod Exchange 
 
Sod fragment sealed in plexiglass case. 
 
Courtesy collection of Rennet Eve Windsock School of Design. 
 
 
 Substitution and transference were recurring themes in Owens’s 
early work. For this project he visited suburban homes on Long Island, 
sneaking into front yards under cover of darkness to cut out a square foot of 
sod, then filling the hole with an equally sized patch of grass taken from 
another neighborhood lawn. “In a Derridean gesture of displacement, as 
well as a twist on Smithson’s non-sites,” critic Torn Vines Neckweed 
writes, “Owens enacts a display of sustained deferment through 
transplantation, depositing loamy dopplegangers into the simulacra of the 
postmodern lawnspace.”  
 
 While the original plan was to conduct these swappings over the 
course of a summer, Owens was forced to abandon the project after just 
three nights when he was arrested for trespass. (There is some question as 
to whether the desiccated patch of sod shown here was in fact from Owens’s 
original installation or supplied by an unscrupulous curator for the infamous 
Yeah Well I Got Your Art Right Here exhibition at the Roma Culture and 
Arts Centre.) 
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““Derek Owens”” 
 
Bunny Ears 
 
Three channel site specific video installation. Duration: 4:33. 
 
Courtesy Collection of Ken Seeword. 
 
 
 One afternoon Owens experienced a psychic event that would have 
profound implications. After dozing off while reading Melville’s The 
Confidence-Man, he awoke after having had what he describes as a 
“seemingly endless ludic dream replaying various occasions of my life—
only the central protagonist was, in fact, not me at all but an imposter, a man 
I had never met but had been playing me, and rather flawlessly too; 
everyone, including myself, had been duped.” Were this an isolated incident 
Owens might have dismissed the oneiric episode out of hand—except that 
soon after upon submitting a bag of his saliva to an ancestry DNA mail-in 
service he would learn that not only did his ancestors not hail from Wales, 
France, and England, as he had always been told as a child, but that in fact 
none of his family members were blood relatives.  
 
 Owens’s response to this identity-altering event was to have his 
name legally changed to “Derek Owens”, complete with quotation marks. 
From that day on “Owens” would use air quotes every time he spoke, a self-
conscious gesture not only intended to perpetually call into question his 
every speech act but also, as Vincent Snoke Rewed writes in After Irony: 
Self-Recapitulation Under Erasure, “serving to double down on the act of 
self-inflicted removal by embedding quotes within quotes, ad infinitum: 
mirrors held up to mirrors, as it were.” During this period “Owens” 
developed serious carpal tunnel syndrome and had to abandon his work in 
marble sculpture. Bunny Ears follows “Owens” during the course of a single 
day as he interacts with frustrated officials at the Department of Motor 
Vehicles, the Post Office, the Social Security Office. (Soon after the premier 
of this video, “Owens” would receive notice from the makers of the 
Ancestry DNA Kit that his results had gotten mixed up and that he was 
indeed related to his family. “Owens” changed his name back to Owens; the 
carpal tunnel cleared up; and he returned to sculpture, most notably his 
widely reproduced series Lost Quotation Marks.)  
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“Derek Owens” 
 
A Portrait of the Artist Formerly Known As a Young Man 
 
Hem of handmade suit and robes made with sewn and braided silk, peacock 
feathers, chicken bones, koi scales, gold leaf piping, baking parchment, moss. 
 
 
 It wasn’t until his late 40s that Owens found representation with a 
gallery (Rewoke Dens in Troy, New York); serious critical acclaim was not 
to arrive for another two decades. Because fame was so late in coming, 
Owens was frustrated at never having been able to experience the life of a 
dashing, up-and-coming artist—and so he created a persona through which 
he might vicariously play the part. Notoriously averse to having his photo 
taken under any circumstances unless he was in costume and on stage (in a 
prior life Owens eked out a meager living as a character actor in community 
theater), when his work was first shown abroad many had no idea what he 
looked like, nor that he was of advanced age—and so Owens hit upon the 
idea of sending an impersonator, 27-year-old Oden Reskew, to pretend to 
be the artist.  
 
 The faux version Owens created for himself was an unbridled bon 
vivant. And Reskew threw himself into the role with gusto, showing up at 
gallery openings with a boisterous retinue in tow, sloshed and sporting 
singular costumes like the one shown here, sent to him by the real Owens 
back home. Reskew’s exploits became the stuff of gossip papers; soon 
Owens’s work was in high demand—less, some would say, for its aesthetic 
merit than the growing celebrity status of the imposter artist and his 
increasingly scandalous misadventures. The ruse reached its climax when 
Owens, furious at reports Reskew was skimming profits off of sales of “his” 
work, showed up unannounced at an opening in Helsinki. A fight broke out, 
landing both Owens and Reskew in the hospital for nearly a week during 
which time they surprised each other by becoming fast friends. Reskew 
would later reflect: “the old coot was sort of like a dad to me.”  
 
$275.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
Wardrobe Wunderkammer 
 
Knob belonging to wardrobe retrofitted with additional drawers and panels. 
Mahogany, pine, steel, padlock, papers, animal hide, bark; printing in ink, ash, 
blood, saliva, glitter.  
 
Courtesy the estate of Steven Win Reckoned. 
 
 
 Owens left behind thousands of scraps of paper and textual 
ephemera that do not fit into the standard categories of poems or letters. The 
works were composed in “fits and starts,” the artist reported—and by “fits” 
he was referring to bouts of heightened activity conducted during periods 
of mania enhanced through his habitual use of nitrous oxide. Wardrobe 
Wunderkammer is a piece of furniture Owens inherited from his Uncle 
Dennis Eve Twocker and converted into a personal museum of sorts; he 
would add to this collection throughout his life. Owens’s unofficial 
biographer Reedwick Nonevents has argued that this textual miscellany, 
due in part to its continued references to phantasmagoric ocean life, 
diatoms, and “undersea sprites,” illustrates the artist’s metaphorical 
understanding of the imagination in Jungian terms—that is, as the 
primordial soup from which all humans evolved. 
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“Derek Owens” 
 
Turtles All the Way Down 
 
Pencil, watercolor. 
 
 
 For a time Owens was obsessed with documenting prior life 
experiences. He began with a series of conventional academic etchings 
depicting his childhood years—“growing up in Kansas, going to school, 
swimming at the swimming hole, and fishing, frying up a mess of catfish, 
going down to the general store, getting a piece of gingham for Emmy-
Lou,” as he wrote in his self-published autobiography Elbow Macaroni 
Love Parade. After discovering a cache of crayon drawings he had made at 
ages three, four, and five, he committed to rendering those archetypal 
monstrosities in oils; these were poorly received as well. After extensive 
genealogical research combined with hypnosis conducted by Newt 
Overdeck, the noted therapist on past-life regression, Owens conducted a 
number of “self-portraits” of his previous incarnations, each one smaller 
than the previous and extending back in time for millennia. Turtles All the 
Way Down is the culminating (and only remaining) work in this project: a 
postage-stamp sized depiction of a solitary lungfish crawling its way onto 
the shore of a forgotten sea at dawn.  
 
$300.00 
 
  



“Derek Owens”  
 
Hyphen Bridge 
 
Toothpicks, paper, glue. 
 
 
 More than six years in the making, this 18-foot model of the Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge was built entirely of toothpicks adorned with more than 
37,000 glued pieces of paper cut from books and magazines, each tiny piece 
depicting nothing more than a single hyphen plucked from a sentence. 
While references to hinges, links, and conduits figure prominently in 
Owens’s mid-career work, nowhere does the bridge metaphor manifest so 
explicitly as in this sculpture.  
 
 The Tacoma Narrows Bridge, nicknamed Galloping Gertie, 
famously collapsed on November 7, 1940, due to “torsional flutter;” the 
event was caught on film and is still frequently shown in high school physics 
classes. The footage is visually striking—the deck of the bridge begins to 
ripple in dramatic, twisting waves, escalating until the structure twisted 
apart completely and fell into the river. By choosing an early, flawed 
suspension bridge as his subject, Owens reminds us of the inevitability of 
human failure: no matter how grand our monoliths, the passage of time all 
but guarantees our engineering feats will result in Ozymandian ruin. And 
yet, this sculpture could also be interpreted as a hopeful gesture: its 
composition of nothing but miniscule hyphens implies that something so 
innocuous and fragile as a punctuation mark might be enough to persevere. 
That this fragile, obsessively detailed suspension bridge is in a state of 
suspended animation—always about to, but never realizing, its historical 
destruction—places the viewer in a holding pattern outside of time. 
 
$1,475.00 
 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
REMembering 
 
Wax object. 
 
 
 In the year before his death Owens converted his suburban garage 
into a mock cave, equipping it with crawlspaces, papier-mâché stalactites, 
painted handprints on the walls, and even a small pool filled with little blind 
salamanders he’d made out of wax. Parties were held in the garage featuring 
shadow puppet performances on the back wall. On occasion Owens invited 
friends and family to spend the night inside his “cave” and a surprising 
number accepted (the site also contained a plush sofa, wifi, and fully 
stocked bar). After they had fallen asleep, Owens would film his guests as 
they dreamed, zooming in on their fluttering eyelids, their faces illuminated 
in the glow of a fire pit’s dying embers. Over breakfast the next day he’d 
record his guests relating whatever dreams they could recall from the night 
before, later planning to dub their voices into the footage of them sleeping. 
The film was never completed, however, lost when one a fire broke out 
during one of the cave parties and destroyed the site. This blind wax 
salamander, and the recording of next door neighbor Larry relaying a dream 
involving a treehouse full of ghosts, is all that remains. 
 
$80.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
Limen Library 
 
Wood. 
 
 
 The 4-foot strip of wood shown here was originally part of an 
expansive installation. To imagine how it was intended, picture more than 
1,000 such strips dangling suspended from the ceiling and strewn across the 
floor in seeming haphazard fashion, intersecting at oblique angles. Each of 
these was a limen—the horizontal threshold structure above a doorway, or 
the strip of molding at the base of the doorway and which separates two 
rooms. Limens are structurally necessary to preserve the integrity of 
doorways. They are also architectural exceptions in that they occupy neither 
room but reside in (liminal) zones of in-betweenness.  
 
 Owens was preoccupied with binaries—opposites, twins, twoities—
as well as the neither/nor intermediary sites enacted between such pairings. 
In walking about this chamber, one would pass under thresholds while also 
stepping across those affixed to the floor, thus never completely occupying 
one realm over another but residing both inside and outside multiple zones 
simultaneously. That all of the wooden samples were taken from abandoned 
“zombie homes” from Long Island neighborhoods marked for demolition 
lends an additional layer of meaning, inviting the viewer/participant to 
reflect upon the overwhelming popularity of the (dead/not dead) zombie 
mythos in popular culture, as well as the here today, gone tomorrow status 
of so many abandoned sites in the contemporary suburban landscape. 
 
 After a single showing, Owens dismantled the installation, recycling 
the materials for his Ladder to the Moon (not shown in this exhibit), save 
for this this remaining remnant. 
  
$235.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
Hemisphere House (a.k.a. Entropy Home) 
 
Digital photo. 
 
 
 Hemisphere House was an unclaimed split-level ranch in an 
abandoned development that Owens purchased in a foreclosure sale, 
initially to use as a studio. Over time the structure became less a site for 
making art and a project in itself. Owens divided the split-ranch into two 
separate, distinct halves. After emptying the rooms of all furniture, he 
positioned a variety of random, salvaged objects across the empty floors 
(mason jars, children’s toys, farm implements, bowling balls). He then 
painted the interior of the left half of the home, with all its contents, white, 
and for the opposite side, black. The exterior was divided equally too: one 
side in white vinyl siding, the other painted a dull charcoal. Landscaping 
was equally bifurcated: on one side a neatly manicured lawn with potted 
flowers; on the right, the property was allowed to grow wild.  
 
 Owens abandoned the site and did not return for several years. When 
he did he found that, unsurprisingly, vandals had smashed most of the 
windows; squatters had come and gone; sparrows and squirrels now 
occupied the dwelling. Mold had spread throughout the rooms, turning most 
of the interior a dull gray. Outside, the yard was overrun with sumac and 
poison ivy. Interestingly, at some point someone had positioned decorative 
garden gnomes here and there in the front yard, which can be seen in the 
corner of this photograph, peering menacingly at the viewer through the 
waist-high grass. 
 
$115.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
Revolving Door Sublet 
 
Drawing, graphite. 
 
 
 When Owens learned that the Seek Wonder Elevator Co. in Deers 
Woken, CT has one of the largest municipal revolving doors in the northeast 
(nearly 30’ feet wide, part of the building’s ostentatious beaux art exterior 
facade designed by Ron Steven Nickweed at the turn of the century), he 
sought and was granted permission to sublet half of the revolving door as 
his residence for a month. A platform floor was installed in one of the door’s 
two chambers and the make-shift “apartment” furnished with a sleeping 
bag, food, water, compost toilet, and a copy of Julian Jaynes’ The Origin of 
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. At the end of the 
month Owens reported that while it took several days for his inner ear to 
adjust to a perpetually revolving living space, by the end of the experience 
he had grown so used to inhabiting the spinning site that he developed an 
acute case of anxiety about leaving, what he would later speculate might be 
a new condition existing halfway between claustrophobia and agoraphobia. 
This penciled sketch shows Owens’s original conception for the revolving 
door apartment. 
 
$35.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
The (Not So) Great Wall 
 
Matchbox containing miniature paper kitchen table, chairs, and teeny tiny mice. 
 
Donated by Steven “Wino” Redneck. 
 
 
 This labor intensive sculpture, originally stretching to a length of 
101 feet, was originally comprised of 606 2” matchboxes stretched end to 
end and winding throughout the rooms of a gallery. The interior of each 
matchbox held a surprise: some were designed as if tiny rooms containing 
furniture; others were receptacles for beads, peppercorns, sand, and pieces 
of eggshells, painted and glued into mandalas. This was the final in a three-
part installation including Hyphen Bridge and Limen Library (also [not] 
shown in this exhibit). The (Not So) Great Wall was only displayed once: 
as each visitor was allowed to take a matchbox for themselves as a souvenir; 
by the show’s end the work had vanished entirely, leaving nothing but a 
lone art card on the wall marking its memory.  
 
$640.00 
  



“Derek Owens” 
 
; - : ... ! 
 
228 composition notebooks, ink, white-out. 
 
Private collection. 
 
 
 Over the course of his life Owens wrote an ongoing stream-of-
consciousness autobiography in a series of black and white composition 
notebooks. At the end of each page he would carefully paint over the text 
with white-out, leaving nothing but the punctuation marks visible. This 
notebook is numbered 179, and would have been completed sometime in 
his fifties. 
 
NFS 
 
 


